Meet the Bowtie...
WHAT’S POSSIBLE?
Envision a green space
that might include some
of the following:
- habitat restoration
and enhancement
- opportunities to
view birds and
other wildlife
- walking, jogging and
bike trails
- shaded picnicking spots
- historical, cultural
and environmental
programming
- unstructured play areas

The Bowtie is 18 acres of
undeveloped industrial land
along the LA River, which will be
transformed into a vibrant State
Park accessible to community
members in Northeast LA.
Moving the Bowtie forward
2021 is a pivotal year for the Bowtie. California State Parks is
launching a community listening process. We want to hear directly
from residents about their wants, needs, and concerns when
considering a new park in their neighborhood. The feedback will be
used to inform and guide the design and advocate for the resources
needed to make the park a reality. We are committed to creating a
park for everyone, safe and free of contamination.

What’s next
We need your help making the Bowtie a success!
Visit our website to learn about meetings, actions, and other
activities that will be available to get involved:
parks.ca.gov/thebowtie

For more information:
parks.ca.gov/thebowtie

		

bowtie@parks.ca.gov

@clockshopla

			323-441-8819

The Bowtie is part of a larger
vision to create 100 acres
of contiguous green space
along the LA River.
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Demonstration Project:

18-acre site owned by California
State Parks that will be restored to
a vibrant green space, focused on
nature and passive recreation. When
completed, the park will provide
native habitat that will help bring
wildlife back to the LA River.
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Led by The Nature Conservancy, this
2.5-acre project will restore habitat and
manage stormwater.

The Bowtie: A bowtie-shaped
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Rio de Los Angeles State Park:

Paseo Del Río:

This will be a one-mile
green walking trail that
runs along the river.

A 40-acre state park that opened in 2007
and inspired the vision to revitalize
100 acres of Taylor Yard into green space.

Elysian Valley

Cypress Park
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G2: A 42-acre property,
with 12 acres owned
by MRCA and 30 acres
owned by the City of
Los Angeles. It is part of
the larger 100 acre vision.
1 acre
0.5 mile

Bowtie Team

Rio de
Los Angeles
State Park

100 Acre Partnership:

An agreement between City
and State agencies to collaborate
on revitalizing 100 acres of
former railyard into green space.

